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It gives me great pleasure to bring to your attention the promotion of the health of the nations. I am speaking of the International Council of Nurses and the prevention of nursing spread. It is a privilege to be at this meeting on a world-wide scale from an international point of view. The National Council for the promotion of health and the international Council of Nurses, members of the International Council of Nurses, I consider this an unique opportunity to express some of my ideas on the development of the ICN in the future of all nations. I am sure that you all understand that, at this point in time, this incredible powers of the entire Board to work towards the future and the future needs. The goal of the ICN is to secure the honour and the interest of the nursing profession. The honour of the nursing profession is not a matter of first and final but a means to an end. The ICN stands at the crossroads with our entire profession. Do we want to build upon the future ourselves, or do we wish others to make decisions for us? and thus, in profession. I do not wish to speak of war and international strife.

Reviving International Relationships - How can this be achieved in the international relations of war and international strife? I want to say a few words on the responsibility of leadership. The U.S.A. and France have in the sphere of nursing since the war became inevitable. My conception is an opportunity for the ICN in promoting a program of international communication. The ICN in promoting a program, the means of which I am trying to do, to the ICN, is the getting support, the leaders of national groups, the leaders of national groups. The ICN stands at the crossroads with our entire profession. Do we want to build upon the future ourselves, or do we wish others to make decisions for us? and thus, in profession. I do not wish to speak of war and international strife.

The aims of the International Council of Nurses:

1. To improve our work in the service.
2. To promote the health of the nations.
3. To secure the honour and the interest of the nursing profession.

The one consideration first in the order of these aims. The one consideration first is the term chosen to promote our work to serve. Do we always think of it in these terms? How is the attitude to be achieved? There is one answer only through education.

We must realize that unless we can make a constructive program and if we are not miserably neglecting the essentials of our work, the future needs to recognize our shortcomings and work towards the future.
the aims of the I.C.N. encompass all. In have to consider the needs of all nations. possibilities, they only need interpretation, and without hampering traditions and the education, socialized nurses are not fitted for any work. I hope you realize that limitation of are the findings for the entire program. time does not permit me to delve deeply. Education. As I see the future into these new subjects each one of the nurse, education. I want to make two which could easily be the topics for a distinct education for the nurse in a separate speech. I come to the period period and education for nurses of socialized nursing. I apologize for the lashed pages. It is paramount that we learn, but I cannot show you any effect something is done to prepare nurses to be. I now turn to the right for practical work. We know it is not necessary for the health, in the hospitals, and now the large work of any human being. We have neglected nursing the untaught workers and this in a distressing way. After the war, every profession their hard-won it is inadmissible that any human being nurses can do and how they defeat of whatever nation, from king to beggar, their own end. All this war, the social services must be unified, more complex in the Atlantic Charter. In a service that We allow young women to be sent into every human being must be kept in need situations they are "in". We prepared whose work is to medical and social to handle. We are under the and indistinguishable. The nurses are also entitled to be united. We have the very years of experience of our thinking of nursing of the best of every nurse who enters the community, he will be the Armed Forces, even relief in health we include everybody, we make organization should have special know-how service available to every member of the health. Geography, under the community, this plan only of religious, cultural background and one course, almost many nurses, this paper and above all, language. Many texts will be able to utilize the great numbers recognize this, but nobody has done of nurses now missions taught of anything about it except in the sketchy war everywhere. Many courses here and there. Today the time has been the utilization of the educational influence. In this course, it is believed that the better contribution should be made available and every one must unite to make that special aims for going overseas should be cancelled. At least. Why for once can we not take them? I think the I.C.N. should pay taxes on construction and present the "initiator" and advisor on international health.

The plan For peace-time I see a much more of every country's subject. For the large plan, the public will be satisfy. The public will be satisfied with our world's work and for the same principle against all people who are able to educate the head, education, should also consider the individual needs of the different countries. International cooperation, leadership and Social security you must modern world. Be the future of the schools. Is a recognized need. The human being members of the international society relieved of the uncertainty of the future. Register and being two ways much better equipped to attend to us out the world. Without this world to work them. For the purpose of the nurse, because Nature and may become the security systems that will be available to people, and also take care of those that will also assurance. This is the only way against unemployment, and they want anything and at a reasonable threshold, but without financial worries. Sickness, the primary function of how to apply the security over unemployment and accident insurance, ever and your aim. This is the aim to apply the security of the national associations to the help of the population. I see the world is at a loss, and I think they want